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ABSTRACT
Reductions constitute a frequent algorithmic pattern in high-perfor-

mance and scientific computing. Sophisticated techniques are needed

to ensure their correct and scalable concurrent execution onmodern

processors. Reductions on large arrays represent the most demand-

ing case where traditional approaches are not always applicable

due to low performance scalability.

To address these challenges, we propose RICH, a runtime-assisted

solution that relies on architectural and parallel programming

model extensions. RICH updates the reduction variable directly

in the cache hierarchy with the help of added in-cache functional

units. Our programmingmodel extensions fit with themost relevant

parallel programming solutions for shared memory environments

like OpenMP. RICH does not modify the ISA, which allows the

use of algorithms with reductions from pre-compiled external li-

braries. Experiments show that our solution achieves the speedup

of 1.11× on average, compared to the state-of-the-art hardware-

based approaches, while it introduces 2.4% area and 3.8% power

overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The CPU clock frequency stagnation due to the end of Dennard

scaling [14] has forced hardware vendors to consider increasingly

large core counts. To take advantage of these multi-core designs, the

software needs to be able to run concurrently on many threads. Cur-

rent high-performance systems are dominantly used in scientific

domain, where applications often rely on operations like reductions.

Therefore, the acceleration of such reductions is of paramount im-

portance to optimize parallel executions and properly reach the

best performance out of complex codes.

In general, reductions are operations that accumulate values on

a given data structure, called reduction variable. The performance

of a reduction operation is impacted by factors like the reduction

variable size or the memory access pattern. Applying case-specific

techniques is required to achieve optimal performance for the par-

allel execution of reductions. For example, in current systems, there

are two main techniques used to parallelize reductions:

(i) Software privatization [8, 46] progressively accumulates the

partial result into the thread-private copies of the reduction variable.

Once the algorithm finishes, partial results in the private copies

are combined into the final result. This solution works well with

small reduction variables, i.e. scalar variables, structures or short

arrays. However, in codes with large arrays, such as matrix-matrix

multiplication, data replication introduces cache pollution that can

significantly harm the application’s performance.

(ii) As an alternative, programmers can use atomic operations [4,

25, 27, 41] for implementing reductions. This software solution

outperforms privatization on large reduction variables. On the neg-

ative side, there is not always hardware support to atomically run

all arithmetic and logic operations. Moreover, atomics often suffer

from invalidations caused by the coherence protocol due to concur-

rent accesses to the same location as well as due to false sharing.

Consequently, atomics usually perform worse than privatization-

based software techniques for the case of reductions on scalars and

small arrays, as we demonstrate in Section 2.1.

Several techniques using hardware extensions for reductions

have been proposed, such as COUP [50] and PCLR [17], which

implement hardware privatization of the reduction variable. Such

solutions work well for small reduction variables. However, for

reductions on larger arrays, cache pollution caused by copies of

the reduction variable becomes an issue and may negatively affect

performance. Moreover, these techniques modify the processor’s
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ISA, which makes them incompatible with external pre-compiled

algorithmic and mathematical libraries commonly used in complex

scientific and High Performance Computing (HPC) applications.

While there are well-performing solutions for reductions on

scalar variables, vector reductions still remain an open topic of

research. In order to solve the aforementioned challenges, we pro-

pose RICH, a runtime-assisted technique for performing reductions

in the processor’s cache hierarchy. The goal of RICH is to be a

universally applicable solution regardless of the reduction variable

type, size and access pattern. For its implementation, we design

a hardware extension equipped with functional units to perform

reductions at any level of the cache hierarchy. Existing constructs in

a shared-memory parallel programming model are extended to let

the programmer specify at which location in the cache hierarchy a

certain reduction should be computed. The runtime system couples

the application with the operating system, with the goal to provide

the underlying hardware with the information about the reduction

variable. This interface is designed without modifying the proces-

sor’s ISA. As a result, RICH supports the use of algorithms with

reductions implemented in third-party libraries.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• RICH enables the programmer to offload the reduction operation

from the core to a desired level of the cache hierarchy. This

functionality is facilitated by extending existing OpenMP-like

annotations in the parallel code.

• We propose a new hardware component, the Reduction Module,

able to perform reductions at all levels of the cache hierarchy.

• Our design couples the parallel application and the underlying

hardware with a runtime-assisted interface that does not modify

the processors ISA. As a result, RICH is applicable to common

scenarios where complex codes use reduction algorithms im-

plemented in third-party pre-compiled libraries, which is not

supported in the state-of-the-art hardware techniques for reduc-

tions, such as COUP [50] and PCLR [17].

• Experimental results for vector-reductions show that RICH achieves

performance improvements of 1.8× on average, compared to the

current approaches implemented in parallel programming mod-

els. With scalar-reductions, RICH outperforms software privati-

zation 1.09× on average. RICH performs on average 1.11× faster

than COUP.

The rest of the document is structured as follows. Section 2

provides context for our work and discusses current approaches

for performing reductions. Section 3 describes RICH, including the

architectural support for reductions and compiler and programming

model extensions. Section 4 explains the experimental methodology

and introduces the benchmarks used for the evaluation of RICH.

Section 5 discusses the most important design decisions, while

Section 6 presents a detailed evaluation of the proposal. Section 7

describes the related work and Section 8 concludes this document.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In the context of parallel programming, reductions are operations

where input data is accumulated by applying an operator to gener-

ate output data [24]. For the rest of the article, we define a reduction

variable as a data structure that holds the output data of the reduc-

tion. Addition and multiplication are commonly used as reduction

operators in scientific computing. Reductions can be parallelized

because these operations are associative and commutative [37].

Based on the reduction variable’s size, we classify reductions into

two categories:

(i) Reductions over scalar-types. This type of reductions occurs
in a wide range of application domains including combinatorics

(e.g. satisfiability problems such as n-Queens) or scientific com-

puting (e.g. normalized residuals to verify convergence or code

correctness) or to implement hardware performance counters. On

current mainstream architectures, updates to shared data should

be avoided, since they may result in high cache coherence traffic

that significantly impacts execution performance.

(ii) Reductions over vector-types. Such reductions are usually

present in more complex scientific codes that accumulate results

on arrays or higher-dimensional matrices. Depending on how the

reduction variable is accessed during the reduction, we identify

two sub-categories: near-linear access patterns and irregular access

patterns. Near-linear reductions typically take place in scientific

codes where operations access just the neighboring grid elements,

such as in LULESH [29] and SPECFEMD [31]. Irregular array-type

reductions are frequently found in n-body codes, histogram compu-

tations, as well as in applications where data structure representing

a physical domain is accessed in an irregular manner. Concurrent

execution of vector-reductions requires solutions that avoid un-

necessary data privatization, prevent data races due to concurrent

updates to overlapping memory regions and effectively reduce

memory bandwidth and latency requirements.

2.1 Software-Based Solutions for Reductions
There are two intuitive software-based techniques to parallelize

reductions. The first approach, called privatization [8, 46], consists

in having each of the threads involved in the parallel execution

performing a partial reduction over its portion of input data. The

partial reduced data is stored in private per-thread copies of the re-

duction variable. Partial results are combined in the final result after

the parallel reduction tasks are completed. Privatization works well

for reductions over scalars and small arrays. For larger reduction

variables, however, privatized data increases cache pollution.

As an alternative, private threads directly update the shared re-

duction variable. To ensure correctness, the update operation is

guarded using atomic instructions that are commonly implemented

in modern processors [1, 4, 25, 27]. This method performs worse

than privatization for small reduction variables due to frequent

cache misses caused by the invalidations of cache lines in the pri-

vate caches as well as the increased coherence traffic. Figure 1

shows an example of such behavior by comparing the achieved

memory bandwidth of the two techniques mentioned above con-

sidering different reduction variable sizes. For this analysis we use

RandomAccess [2], a kernel that accesses the reduction variable

following a uniform probability distribution function.

Results show that for small array sizes, privatization is the ap-

proach delivering higher performance as it avoids the shared up-

dates. In contrast, atomics achieve significantly lower performance

for small problem sizes due to the coherence effects. The atomics

performance improves when the array size increases as conflicts

between different threads are less likely to occur. As the array size

approaches the size of the core’s portion of the shared L3 cache,
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Figure 1: Achieved memory bandwidth for RandomAccess
benchmark for different reduction array sizes on an IBM
POWER8 processorwith 192 threads. Vertical lines show the
sizes of the data caches per core.

privatization suffers from a performance drop of 1000× due to the

overhead of handling the private copies of the reduction variable.

Although atomics also show a notable drop in performance, they

perform significantly better than privatization. With the further

increase of the reduction variable’s size beyond 8 MB, the perfor-

mance of privatization stagnates, while the performance of atomics

slowly degrades.

This analysis clearly shows how different reduction methods

deliver different performance depending on the size of the reduc-

tion variable. Specifically, the size of the reduction variable dictates

which reduction technique should be used to achieve better perfor-

mance. Solutions allowing a manual or automatic selection of the

reduction technique are required in order to achieve the best possi-

ble performance across all possible scenarios without exposing the

programmer to the complexity of implementing application-specific

ad hoc reduction techniques. To further reduce the overheads of

software techniques, hardware solutions are necessary.

2.2 Hardware-Assisted Reductions
There are several state-of-the-art hardware techniques addressing

issues related to coherence invalidations or data privatization costs.

They either implement atomic remote memory accesses [3] or use

private cache lines [17, 50]. Remote atomic updates implement

atomicity by performing the final reduction, involving all the partial

results, at a specific hardware component. These components can

be the last-level cache or the memory controller equipped with

additional functional units. The use of private cache lines is based on

the same concepts as its software privatization counterpart. In this

case, processor caches are used as temporal buffers to accumulate

intermediate results. Private cache lines are initialized to the neutral

element on the first access and are reduced at cache line eviction or

at the end of a software routine by generating the final value in the

last-level cache. Described designs avoid the high coherence traffic

triggered by shared updates to the reduction variable.

However, previous proposals do not perform optimally in all sce-

narios. Solutions based on remote memory accesses are not suitable

for small reduction variables due to higher chance of conflicts and

the resulting serialization of update operations. Applications with

irregular memory accesses do not efficiently use cache memories be-

cause such access patterns exhibit low spatial and temporal locality.

The usage of private cache lines in such codes results in a sequence

of initialization, cache placement and eviction events. Moreover, in

the case of large reduction arrays, privatizing the reduction variable

significantly pollutes the content of cache memories. Consequently,

further architectural innovations are needed to avoid these issues

while keeping the benefits of low coherence traffic.

2.3 Ongoing Challenges
Reductions on scalar variables or small output arrays are well sup-

ported in current designs. However, reductions considering large

arrays or displaying irregular access patterns require novel tech-

niques to avoid performance degradation due to cache pollution

and increased coherence traffic. Proposed hardware and software

solutions are just suitable for a subset of scenarios, depending on

the size of the reduction variable and its memory access pattern. To

the best of our knowledge, a technique effective for all reduction

scenarios has not been proposed. Moreover, previously proposed

hardware techniques require ISA extensions to handle reduction

operations, which makes them incompatible with applications that

use pre-compiled libraries containing reduction operations.

In this article we propose a solution aimed at achieving the fol-

lowing goals: (i) To achieve better performance than the state of

the art considering a wide range of reduction variable sizes and

different memory access patterns. (ii) To avoid modifications to the

processor’s ISA and thus maintain the compatibility with pre-com-

piled and dynamically linked libraries. (iii) To let the programmer

expose application-specific knowledge to the hardware without the

need for ad hoc implementations of reductions.

3 RICH: IMPLEMENTING REDUCTIONS IN
THE CACHE HIERARCHY

RICH is a runtime-assisted technique for performing reductions in

the cache hierarchy. The programmer makes use of simple source

code annotations to identify reduction variables and specify both

the reduction operator and the hardware components where reduc-

tions should take place. Such annotations are expressed in terms of

pragma directives [36]. The runtime system is responsible for pro-

viding the hardware with the information specified by the program-

mer. Finally, the additional hardware components in the processor’s

caches are responsible for handling and executing the reduction

operations. RICH relies on the following extensions:

• Programming model support to define the reduction technique

and the runtime system extensions to set up the relevant hard-

ware components.

• A novel hardware component, called Reduction Module (RM),

located at the cache hierarchy. The RM performs the reduction

instructions issued by the cores.

• Microarchitectural extensions in the processor and its memory

hierarchy to handle reduction requests in the core and their

propagation to the RM through the cache hierarchy.

In this section we describe these extensions in detail. Finally, we dis-

cuss different design decisions and the implications of the proposed

processor functionalities.
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Figure 2: The pipeline schematic with the added RVT com-
ponent (top left); Microarchitecture of the RVT (top right);
Microarchitecture of the memory hierarchy with the added
Reduction Modules (bottom). New components are colored
in solid gray and modified components in striped gray.

3.1 Microarchitectural Support for Reductions
In the following paragraphs we describe the hardwaremodifications

we propose to execute reduction operations in the cache hierarchy.

Figure 2 shows the relevant details of a multi-core processor mi-

croarchitecture with the added (solid gray) and modified (striped

gray) components. We describe our proposal in a context where

each core is equipped with two levels of private caches while the

Last-Level Cache (LLC) is shared among all cores. Our architectural

innovations can be also deployed, with minor adaptations, in other

contexts with different cache memory hierarchies. A Reduction

Module (RM) is added to the private caches of each core as well

as to the LLC. The private caches share a single RM. The cache

controllers are modified to communicate with the RM and to han-

dle reduction store instructions. A small hardware component that

holds the range of reduction variables for the current thread is

placed in each core. All added and modified hardware structures

are described in detail in the following paragraphs.

Recognizing reduction instructions is partially facilitated by
a special hardware structure called Reduction Variable Table (RVT).

For a given address, the RVT determines if the address belongs

to a reduction variable in the current thread. For load and store

instructions within the reduction task, the RVT is accessed in the

execute stage, once the destination address of the memory opera-

tion is calculated. The RVT holds the ranges of virtual addresses

corresponding to the reduction variables (start @ and end @), as

well as the data type (type) and the operator (op) used for accumu-

lating values into each reduction variable. The content of the RVT

is managed by the runtime system, as explained in Section 3.2.

The reduction operation is composed of: a load from the reduc-

tion variable into a register, an arithmetic or logic operation that

updates this register and a store of the modified register to the

original memory location. The load and the store instructions are

detected by a lookup of the load and the store addresses, respec-

tively, in the RVT. A successful lookup to the RVT signals to the

core that the address belongs to a reduction variable and that the

corresponding instruction is a reduction instruction. The arithmetic

operation that has the chain register dependency with the reduction

load and store instructions is also designated as a reduction instruc-

tion. Such design does not require load-modify-store instructions

to be consecutive.

Depending on the target architecture, the atomicity of the load-

modify-store chain is achieved in different ways: (i) Load-Link

and Store-Conditional instructions [4, 25, 41] and (ii) Compare-

And-Swap construct [27]. We implement RICH to support both

synchronization mechanisms. Since RICH uses only the address

accessed by the loads and stores to determine if they participate in

reduction operation, it is not important which mechanism is used

to ensure the atomicity of the reduction operation.

RICH supports reduction operations that update the reduction

variable with a sequence of load-modify-store instructions. All re-

duction operators defined in the OpenMP standard 5.0 have this

property. This covers arithmetic instructions ADD, SUB, MUL, log-

ical operations AND and OR, bitwise operations AND, OR and

XOR and MIN/MAX. In addition, RICH supports the DIV operation.

Operations on both integer and floating point data are allowed.

When a core recognizes a reduction operation, the arithmetic

or logic instructions involved in it plus the load instructions to the

reduction variable are converted into NOP instructions in the core’s

pipeline. After effectively eliminating these instructions, the CPU

converts the reduction store instruction into a special store instruc-

tion that holds information from these removed instructions: the

reduction operator, the data to be reduced and the reduction vari-

able’s address. The special store instruction is propagated through

the cache hierarchy until it arrives to the cache level configured to

perform the reduction. To ensure the correctness of this design, we

do not permit any instruction consuming the reduction variable

to execute before the reduction operation has finished. This is en-

forced by using existing OpenMP synchronization primitives such

as barriers or dependencies between different user functions [36].

Since the load and the arithmetic or logic instruction involved

in reduction are converted into NOP instructions, their destination

registers will not hold the loaded or computed value. This does

not present an issue due to the fact that programmer guarantees

that the reduction task only updates the reduction variable and

does not consume it. Therefore, an unmodified compiler already

generates a code that does not consume the values stored in these

registers. However, the compiler is allowed to reuse these registers

for independent instructions to store another variable, even inside

the reduction task. Themechanisms already present in the processor

pipeline ensure the correctness and efficiency of such execution in

an out-of-order processor.

Reduction Module. Figure 3 shows the microarchitecture of

a Reduction Module (RM) which consists of the following three

hardware structures:

The RM Instruction Queue (RMIQ) contains instructions that are

to be executed or are being executed by the RM. The RMIQ is de-

signed as a circular queue to maintain the order of the inserted

instructions. Each entry in the RMIQ contains information spec-

ified by a reduction instruction, i.e the reduction operation to be

performed (op), the address of the reduction variable (addr), its

size (sz) and the value that is to be reduced into the reduction vari-

able (val). The data field holds the current value of the accessed

location within the reduction variable, which may not be available

in cache at the time of inserting an instruction into the RMIQ. In

4
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Figure 3: Microarchitecture of the Reduction Module.

that case, the entry is marked as "not ready" (field rdy). Only ready

instructions can be executed. The ex field indicates whether the

instruction is being executed. The dep field points to an entry in

the RMIQ that depends on the result of this instruction.

The RM Execution Unit (RMEX) contains the logic that performs

arithmetic and logic operations on all standard data types. It consists

of an Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU) and a Floating-Point Unit (FPU).

The RM Store Queue (RMSQ) is a circular buffer for storing the

results of the reductions until they can be written back to the

cache’s data storage. Entries of the RMSQ contain an address, the

corresponding data and its size. Whenever a cache’s write port is

not in use, the controller writes the oldest entry from the RMSQ

into the cache and removes it from the RMSQ.

RICH configurations. In our proposed architecture, the sys-

tem can be configured to perform reductions at different levels of

the cache hierarchy, i.e. at any of the private caches or the shared

last-level cache. Although the inner behavior of the RM is the same,

the handling of the reduction instructions in the cache controller

depends on the RICH configuration. Depending on the cache level

where the reduction is performed, we define the following three con-

figurationsRICHL1,RICHL2 andRICHLLC . ConfigurationsRICHL1
and RICHL2 imply that partial reduction is performed in the corre-

sponding private caches. After the reduction task is finished, the

reduction lines from caches are written back and the final reduction

is carried out at the LLC level. In the RICHLLC configuration, only

the RM in the LLC is active. Inactive RMs do not consume energy

as they are turned off by the power gating mechanism [38].

Processing a reduction instruction in caches.The cache con-
trollers are set up to either process the special reduction store in-

structions or delegate it to the next cache in the memory hierarchy,

depending on the selected RICH configuration. This setup is per-

formed by the runtime system before the task user code starts

executing. When a special store instruction involved in a reduc-

tion reaches the cache level where it will run, it is inserted in the

RMIQ and marked as "not ready". Before the instruction can start

executing, the current value of the reduction variable needs to be

fetched into the RM. Depending on the state of the RM and the

corresponding cache, different actions are performed:

• If the RMIQ contains an entry reducing to the same address as

the new instruction, the new instruction needs to wait for the

data from the preceding instruction, whose dep field is updated

to point to the newly inserted instruction.

• Otherwise, the reduction data has to be read from the RMSQ

or the data cache. If the RMSQ contains an entry matching the

address of the new reduction instruction, data is read from the

RMSQ into the data field in the RMIQ and the new instruction is

marked as ready.

• If the reduction is performed in a private cache (RICHL1 and

RICHL2), data is fetched from the cache in the case of a cache
hit. In case of a cache miss, a cache line is allocated and filled

with neutral elements corresponding to the reduction operator.

When a cache line holding the reduction variable is evicted from

a private cache, it is reduced by the RM inside the LLC.

• If the reduction is performed in the shared cache (RICHLLC ), the

data is fetched from the cache’s data storage. In case of a cache
miss, a standard request is sent to the memory controller and the

pointer to the RMIQ entry requesting the data is inserted into

the MSHR. Once the data arrives to the cache, it is written into

the appropriate entry in the RMIQ, simultaneously marking the

entry as ready.

• In scenarios where the data is present in a level of the cache hier-

archy lower than the level where the reduction takes place (e.g.,

the valid data is located in the L1 cache in RICHL2 configuration),

the unmodified coherence protocol moves the data to the desired

cache level.

When scheduling an instruction for execution, the controller

takes the first ready instruction from the head of the RMIQ, sets its

ex bit and forwards the entry to the RMEX for execution. Once the

execution finishes, the result, together with the destination address,

is stored in the RMSQ, while the corresponding entry in the RMIQ

is freed. In case an instruction is waiting in the RMIQ for the output

of the finished reduction operation, this output is written in the

data field of the corresponding entry, marking it as ready. Entries

from the RMSQ are written back to the cache’s data store when the

cache’s write port is available and removed from the RMSQ.

When a request is sent to the RM, the corresponding cache line is

locked, which prevents it from being evicted. The lock guarantees

that the line is present for the write-back operation from the RM,

which releases the lock upon completion.

Accessing a reduction variable outside of the reduction
scope. Once the reduction finishes, the application often accesses

the reduction variable for further processing. It is necessary to

differentiate between accesses generated inside the reduction scope

and those accesses that happen outside of reduction context. RICH

uses the RVT to recognize reduction instructions. The runtime

system populates the RVT before the reduction context begins and

clears it after the reduction is finished. This mechanism is described

in Section 3.2. If the variable is accessed outside of the reduction

context, the request is processed as a normal memory instruction.

Also, we do not allow instructions accessing the reduction variable

that do not belong to the reduction operation to run before the

whole reduction has finished. This is automatically enforced by

OpenMP synchronization primitives [36], which are inserted by

the source-to-source compiler.

Memory consistency.Memory consistency of non-reduction

data is not affected. All loads and stores are issued by the core in a

way that maintains Total Store Order (TSO) memory consistency

model [45]. On the other hand, the loads and stores issued by the

RM and non-dependent, non-reduction loads and stores issued by

the core can be seen in different order by the memory subsystem.

To guarantee that an access to reduction variable never returns a

wrong value, (i) the programmer ensures that, within the reduction

task, the reduction variable is only accessed with read-modify-write

5



construct, i.e., reduction operation, and (ii) the source-to-source

compiler inserts a memory fence after a reduction task to guarantee

that successive consumer task accesses the correct data.

Cache coherence. RICH does not modify the cache coherence

protocol. Depending on the RICH configuration, specific explicit

synchronization actions are performed to guarantee coherence of

reduction data in the caches. In all configurations, the reduction

variable can either be present in the cache’s data store or in the

RMSQ of the same cache. The cache controller considers both lo-

cations when searching for a cache line of an in-flight reduction

variable. RICHL1 and RICHL2 require a final reduction of the par-

tially reduced data, which is performed at the end of the reduction

task. A memory fence, inserted by the source-to-source compiler,

guarantees that these data are not consumed before the final reduc-

tion takes place.

Support for precise exceptions and speculation. RICH im-

plementation maintains support for precise exceptions by guaran-

teeing in-order retiring of instructions. Events caused by exceptions

and mis-speculations are bidirectionally communicated between

the core and the RM. In case of an exception or mis-speculation,

the appropriate in-flight instructions in the RM are flushed, new

values stored in the RMSQ are discarded and old values stored in

the RMIQ are restored.

3.2 Programming Model and Compiler Support
The programming model support for the proposed hardware design

relies on the existing implementations of the most popular shared

memory parallel programming model, OpenMP [36]. OpenMP sup-

ports both loop-level and task-based parallelism. In task-based

codes, the programming model offers explicit synchronization with

taskwait constructs. In addition, if programmers define data de-

pendencies between tasks, OpenMP automatically ensures correct

execution in a data-flow manner by respecting the user-specified

task data dependencies. Specifically, tasks that depend on data pro-

duced by other tasks are scheduled to execute only when these

data dependencies are satisfied. When loop-based parallelism is

employed, implicit barriers are added to enforce synchronization.

We design RICH to be agnostic to the applied parallelization

technique. The proposed programming model extensions are built

on top of the existing implementation of reductions in OpenMP.

This is beneficial as any extension to a programming model re-

quires careful design for consistency with minimal implications on

unrelated constructs, user understanding and compatibility with

previous versions and existing codes.

We extend the reduction directive as follows, with the added

parameter shown in bold.

reduction(reduction-ident . : [reduction-technique] : list )

As defined in Section 2.19.5.4 of the OpenMP 5.0 standard [36],

reduction-identifier specifies the reduction operator while list speci-
fies the list of reduction variables. The added optional field reduction-
technique specifies which reduction technique to use (CPU ,RICHL1,

RICHL2 or RICHLLC ). The default configuration,CPU , executes the

reduction operations in the core and does not use the hardware

acceleration in the RM. Using the information specified in this

Figure 4: The code transformation done by the compiler.

annotation simplifies our design as it does not require adding spe-

cial reduction instructions to the processor’s ISA, and, therefore,

maintains the compatibility with pre-compiled libraries.

The information specified in the programming model directives

is forwarded to the RVT by a function call implemented in the

runtime library using instructions on memory-mapped registers.

This call is inserted by a source-to-source compiler in the code

location where the executing thread encounters the beginning of

the parallel region or a task that participates in a reduction. This

source code location is considered as the start of the reduction

scope, which is terminated once all tasks or iterations from that

parallel region finish.

Figure 4 illustrates how a programmer uses the programming

model extensions. The starting point in this example is a parallelized

vector reduction code that uses the OpenMP reduction construct.

The example is applicable to both task-based and loop-based parallel

codes. The programmer selects the cache level where the reduction

will take place by taking into account properties of the application

like the workload size, reduction variable size, and its memory

access pattern. In this example we decide to execute the reduction in

the L1 cache, which is specified in the reduction clause 1 , as defined

earlier in this section. The source-to-source compiler inserts calls

to functions implemented in the runtime system library used to

populate the RVT with the information about reduction variables

and the chosen reduction location 2 .

During program’s execution, the load and arithmetic operations

belonging to reductions 3 are discarded. The store instruction 4 is

enriched with the reduction operation type (ADD, from RVT) and the

register holding the value to be reduced (%edx, from the preceding

ALU instruction). The enriched store instruction is then forwarded

to the core’s RM. The further handling of reduction instructions by

the hardware is explained in detail in Section 3.1.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
4.1 Benchmarks
In Section 2 we introduced the two categories of reduction op-

erations based on the reduction variable size: scalar and vector

reductions. To evaluate RICH, we consider applications with re-

duction operations on scalar variables as well as parallel codes

containing more complex reduction variables composed of arrays.

Benchmarks are selected among HPC applications and kernels to

cover a wide range of algorithms used in scientific codes. We extend

the programming model annotations in the benchmarks to mark

the reduction variables as explained in Section 3.2.
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Table 1: Benchmark details.

Benchmark

Short

Name

Input Parameters

Reduction task

workload size

Reduction

data/op type

Reduction

instr. ratio

Time spent by

redu. instr.

Dot Product DotP 256K elem. 100 iterations in: 2MB; out: 8B FP ADD 8.96% 7.95%

KnightsTour KT 5×5 chessboard in: 304K elem.; out: 4B INT ADD 0.74% 1.88%

NBinaryWords NB word length: 24 in: 2
24

elem.; out: 4B INT ADD 14.09% 9.50%

NQueens NQ 12 queens on 12×12 chessboard in: 12! elem.; out: 4B INT ADD 0.45% 0.30%

PowerSet PS set size: 24 elements in: 2
24

elem.; out: 4B INT ADD 14.37% 11.05%

S
c
a
l
a
r

Vector Reduction VectR 256K elem. 50 iterations in: 2MB, out 8B FP ADD 22.91% 43.24%

2D Convolution 2DC image 1024×1024 pixels, stencil 16×16 in: 16MB; out: 1MB FP ADD 9.87% 28.09%

Conjugate Gradient [28] CG matrix qa8fm [12], 16 blocks, 97 iterations in: 529.5KB; out: 516KB FP ADD 5.82% 1.82%

Dense Matrx Matrx Multipl. DGEMM matrix 1024×1024 elem., block 64×64 elem. in: 16MB; out: 8MB FP ADD 1.28% 0.10%

Dense Matrx Vect. Multipl. DGEMV matrix 2048×2048 elem., block 128×128 in: 32MB; out: 16KB FP ADD 14.21% 16.48%

2D Expl. Hydro. Frag. [34] EHF array 16×64K elem. in: 9MB; out: 6MB FP ADD 0.89% 11.14%

Stencil Histogram Hist input: 4MB, 512K bins, 27-point stencil in: 4MB; out: 2MB INT ADD 1.31% 11.77%

LULESH [29] LULESH cube 20
3
, 11 regions, 10 iterations in: 1500KB; out: 187.5KB FP ADD 0.35% 3.00%

Molecular Dynamics MD 2k atoms, periodic space, stretch phase change in: 326KB; out: 163KB FP ADD 2.34% 0.91%

N-body Simulation NBody 4096 bodies, 10 iterations in: 24MB out: 96KB FP ADD 5.88% 12.32%

1D Particle in Cell [34] PIC array 128K elem, 8K histogram, 1000 iter. in: 6.5MB; out: 64KB FP ADD 17.87% 9.99%

V
e
c
t
o
r

Sparse Matrix Vect. Multipl. SpMV matrix bcsstk32 [12] in: 12.9MB; out: 357KB FP ADD 10.63% 15.88%

Table 2: Parameters of the simulated system.

CPU 16 OoO superscalar cores, 128-entry ROB, 2.4GHz, issue width 4

Caches 64B line, non-inclusive, write-back, write-allocate, 16-entry MSHR

L1 private, 32 KB, 8-way set-associative, 4-cycle latency, split I/D

L2 private, 256 KB, 8-way set-associative, 12-cycle latency

L3 shared, 32 MB, 16-way set-associative, 36-cycle latency

RM 16-entry RMIQ, single pipelined FU and ALU

RVT 32 entries per core

Memory 64 cycles + 100ns latency, 85GB/s bandwidth

Table 1 shows the list of all benchmarks used for evaluation in-

cluding a summary of relevant parameters and properties. We split

benchmarks into two groups mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Even though CG application performs reduction on both vector and

scalar data, we classify it as an application with vector-reductions

for simplicity. The third column displays the input parameters used

to run each benchmark. The fourth column contains the reduction

variable sizes (denoted out) and the size of the input structures (de-

noted in). The fifth column shows the reduction variable’s data type

and the operator for accumulating the values into the reduction

variable. Finally, the last two columns show the ratio of executed

reduction instructions compared to the overall number of executed

instructions and the percentage of overall execution time spent by

reduction instructions, respectively.

4.2 Simulation Setup
We use TaskSim, a trace-driven cycle-accurate architecture simula-

tor [39, 40]. TaskSim simulates in detail the execution of parallel

applications with OpenMP pragma primitives [36] on parallel multi-

core environments. The simulated system mimics an Intel Xeon E7

based processor and consists of 16 cores connected to main mem-

ory. The cores follow a simple model of a superscalar out-of-order

Table 3: RICH design space exploration.

RMEX: 1, 2, 4 FUs
FU design: pipelined, non-pipelinedRM

RMIQ entries: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64
RVT 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 entries

processor with a detailed three-level cache hierarchy. Each core

has two private cache levels, L1 and L2, while the L3 is shared. All

relevant parameters of the simulated system are shown in Table 2.

Power consumption is evaluated using the McPAT model [33]

with a transistor technology of 22 nm, a voltage of 1.2V, and the

default clock gating scheme. We incorporate the changes suggested

byXi et al. [47] to improve the accuracy of themodels. The hardware

structures RVT, RMIQ and RMSQ are modeled using CACTI 7 [7].

We add the appropriate counters in TaskSim to measure the extra

power introduced by the RM.

5 RICH DESIGN DECISIONS
5.1 Design Space Exploration
There are three design parameters that influence the performance

of the proposed Reduction Module: (i) The Reduction Module In-

struction Queue size; (ii) Number of the functional units in the

RMEX; and (iii) Design of the functional units in the RMEX. In this

section, we evaluate the impact of the aforementioned parameters

on the processor’s performance. In addition, we explore different

latencies of arithmetic operations in order to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the Reduction Module with all supported arithmetic and

logic operations on both fixed and floating-point numbers. Opera-

tions are modeled to have the same latency as the corresponding

instructions in current Intel processors. The list of parameters and

explored values is presented in Table 3. For the evaluation we use

the benchmarks described in Section 4.1. The final purpose of this
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Figure 5: RICH speedup vs. ideal reductions for different
configurations of functional units and RMIQ in the RM, de-
pending on operation type and reduction location.

analysis is to determine the optimal parameters of the RM in the

context of the simulated processor and evaluated benchmarks.

Figure 5 shows the speedup of RICH versus the ideal implemen-

tation of reductions, where each reduction instruction takes 1 cycle

and does not interact with the cache subsystem. The speedup of

1 represents the upper theoretical limit for the achievable perfor-

mance. On x-axis we show different configurations for some of

the RM’s components. We explore the effects of different counts of

functional units and their design (non-pipelined vs. pipelined). The

number of RMIQ entries per functional unit is denoted with RMIQ.
Each data point shows the mean speedup among all benchmarks

for a specific group of reduction operations and the cache level at

which the reduction is performed. Operations of similar latencies

and behaviors are grouped together. Each group is designated with

one of three symbols shown in the left part of the legend. Data

corresponding to configurations RICHL1 and RICHL2 are plotted

together as these configurations exhibit similar trends and sensi-

tivity to the RM’s parameters. Points belonging to RICHL1 and

RICHL2 are painted in light blue color, while points associated with

RICHLLC are presented in dark blue, as shown in the right part of

the legend.

The results show that reductions using addition or multiplication

exhibit little sensitivity to the RM’s configurations due to relatively

low operation latency. Division, however, benefits from having

more functional units and a larger RMIQ. Using two FUs in the

RMEX improves performance of RICHL1 and RICHL2 by 2.7% on

average compared to the single FU-design, but comes with 94.2%

higher area overhead. Pipelined functional units benefit from more

RMIQ entries as they are able to execute multiple independent

operations simultaneously, contrary to the non-pipelined designs.

Considering these results, we use a single pipelined ALU and a

single pipelined FPU. We decide to have an RMIQ with 16 entries to

get best possible division performance. This configuration will be

used for the further evaluation of RICH presented in the remaining

of this document.

Reduction Variable Table (RVT) is used by the core to recog-

nize the instructions involved in the reduction and is described in

detail in Section 3.1. To evaluate the impact of the RVT design on

the processor’s performance, we model the RVT using CACTI 7

based on the chip frequency of 2.4 GHz. The model shows that small

RVT designs with up to 256 entries can be accessed within 1 cycle,

Table 4: Hardware cost of implementing RICH in 22nm.

RVT RMIQ RMEXALU RMEXFPU RMSQ

Area [mm
2
] 0.0002 0.013 0.038 0.223 0.003

Storage [KB] 0.055 3.22 - - 2.09

Baseline processor’s area 192.48 mm
2

Reduction Module area (IQ + EX + SQ) 0.277 mm
2

Total area overhead (17 RMs + 16 RVTs) 4.71 mm
2

2.45 %

while medium (up to 1024 entries) and larger designs require 2 and

3 cycles respectively. RVT configurations with latencies of 2 and 3

cycles degrade the overall performance by negligible 0.8% and 1.8%

on average, respectively, compared to the RVT with 1-cycle latency.

Applications having more in-flight reduction variables that cannot

fit in the RVT are still executed correctly. In that case, reduction

operations on variables that do not fit into the RVT are not accel-

erated by the RM. To optimally run all benchmarks from Table 1,

a 4-entry RVT is needed. We select a design with a 32-entry RVT

as it covers potentially more complex codes while keeping 1-cycle

access latency.

5.2 Hardware Cost of Implementing RICH
In this section we discuss the area and storage required to imple-

ment RICH. As explained in Section 3.1, the Reduction Module (RM)

consists of two queues, RMIQ and RMSQ, and an Execution Unit

(RMEX) that contains two functional units, i.e. one ALU and one

FPU. Private caches L1 and L2 share a single Reduction Module and

the LLC has its own RM. Additionally, the design has a single Re-

duction Variable Table (RVT) per core. Thus, the simulated 16-core

processor contains 17 Reduction Modules and 16 RVTs.

Table 4 shows the sizes of particular RM components as well

as overall area of a processor occupied by the added hardware.

According to the McPAT model, the FPU used in the RM is 60%

smaller than the FPU in the core due to the removal of support

for SIMD instructions. The modeled ALU supports 32bit and 64bit

arithmetic and logic operations on integers.

The total area consumed by the RMs is 4.71 mm
2
or 2.4% of the

whole die area of the baseline processor. Alternatively, we consider

a processor design that uses a larger LLC. Our simulations show that

a processor with a 40 MB, 16-way set-associative LLC obtains on

average 1.5% better performance than the reference processor. RICH

performs 51.1% better than the baseline processor while requiring

30% less additional chip area than a 40 MB LLC. Thus, we conclude

that RICH utilizes additional hardware more efficiently than just

extending already existing hardware components like the LLC.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Evaluating RICH with Vector-Reductions
The analysis in Section 2 shows that, in case of larger arrays, reduc-

tions implemented with atomics achieve better performance than

software privatization. Taking this into consideration, we choose

atomics as the baseline for evaluating RICH on benchmarks that

perform reductions on vector variables. All reported results in the

following sections correspond to the overall performance including

both reduction and non-reduction tasks.
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Figure 6: Speedup and Energy-Delay Product improvement
of RICH over the baseline with atomics for benchmarks
with reductions on arrays.

The upper part of Figure 6 shows performance speedups of the

three RICH configurations normalized to the reduction approach

based on atomic operations. We also show performance of ideal

reductions, where each reduction operation takes 1 cycle and does

not issue requests to the cache hierarchy. The ideal configuration

indicates the maximal achievable speedup per benchmark.

On average,RICHL1,RICHL2 andRICHLLC perform 1.79×, 1.76×

and 1.03× faster than the baseline, respectively. In general, RICH

outperforms the implementation with atomics due combination of

several factors. (i) RICH performs the load-modify-store sequence

as one instruction, and therefore reduces the number of requests

to the cache hierarchy and does not use ALUs and FPUs in the

core. (ii) RICH does not suffer from coherence effects caused by

conflicts between different threads, contrary to the reductions with

atomics. Coherence effects manifest themselves in increased miss

ratio to reduction variable due to invalidations by other threads and

retrying the update operation or waiting for a lock release, depend-

ing on the implementation of atomics in the target architecture.

(iii) When the reduction variable is updated at higher cache levels,

it is not present in the lower cache levels, reducing the pollution

of these caches. This effect results in better cache performance for

input data. Additionally, due to larger sizes of higher cache levels,

accesses to the reduction variable result in less misses, which is

explained in the following section. These three factors contribute

to, on average, lower execution time of RICH compared to atomics.

The highest performance gains are observed in PIC, NBody 2DC

and DGEMV, where RICHL1 performs from 2.8× to 6.0× faster than

atomics-based approach. The main contributor for faster execution

in case of PIC, NBody and DGEMV is the reduced number of misses,

as shown in Figure 7. On the other hand, for 2DCwe observe a small

reduction in cache misses. Even though collisions still occur, RICH

reduces amount of cycles spent on waiting due to lock contention.

The lower part of Figure 6 shows the improvements in energy-

delay product (EDP) of RICH compared to the baseline with atomics.

On average, the best RICH configuration per benchmark improves

EDP by 44.4% compared to the baseline. The highest EDP improve-

ments are observed for the benchmarks where RICH achieves high-

est speedups, ie. PIC, NBody, 2DC and DGEMV with 87.2% to 96.8%
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Figure 7: Breakdown of misses across all cache levels.
Redu.miss denotes misses generated by the Reduction Mod-
ule in the cache level where the reduction is performed.
ConfigurationsAtomics, RICHL1, RICHL2 and RICHLLC are de-
noted as ATM , RL1, RL2 and RLLC , respectively.

improvement. EDP is mainly improved due to lower execution time

and reduced energy consumption by the caches due to reduced

amount of misses in RICH configurations, which is demonstrated

in Section 6.2.

RICHLLC consumes less power than RICHL1 and RICHL2 since

it uses just one RM in the LLC. This effect is clearly observed for

EHF, Hist and SpMV. Even though these benchmarks achieve simi-

lar performance across all RICH configurations, there are notable

differences in the EDP among three RICH configurations. The addi-

tional reason for such behavior is the reduced number of misses in

RICHL2 and RICHLLC configurations, as we describe in Section 6.2.

We define RICHbest as the optimal RICH configuration per

benchmark. In benchmarks reducing on vector variables, RICHbest
achieves performance speedup of 1.8× and 44.4% better EDP than

atomics. Our proposal allows the programmer to specify the op-

timal reduction location via pragma constructs supported by the

programming model, as we describe in Section 3. In this context,

RICHbest represents the performance improvement that can be

obtained by choosing the best location to carry out the reductions.

6.2 Impact of RICH on Cache Performance
Figure 7 shows the breakdown of misses for all three cache levels

regarding benchmarks that perform reductions on vectors. Misses

are normalized to the total misses occurring when reductions rely

on atomic operations (configuration ATM). Label Redu.miss corre-

sponds to the misses triggered by accesses to the reduction variable

generated by the Reduction Module. These misses occur in the

cache level where the reduction is performed.

In eight benchmarks there is a negligible difference in total misses

between ATM and RICHL1. In these cases, the reduction variable

is accessed in a more structured manner which does not cause

data invalidations invoked by the coherence protocol. Nonetheless,

RICHL1 still achieves speedup over atomics due to time penalties

when using atomic instructions, in addition to the fact that RICH

internally compacts the load-modify-store instructions into one

instruction. For other benchmarks, we can observe the effects of

coherence invalidations that manifest themselves as increased total

number of misses inATM compared toRICHL1. This is most notable

in benchmarkswhere RICH achieves highest performance speedups,

ie. DGEMV, NBody and PIC.
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Figure 8: Speedup and Energy-Delay Product of RICH com-
pared to the baseline with software privatization for bench-
marks that perform reductions on scalars.

Another interesting effect to analyze is the significant average

reduction of total number of misses when performing reductions

in higher cache levels, i.e. the L2 and the LLC. The cause for this

behavior is the reduced pollution of the L1 cache by the reduction

variable and higher hit ratio to the reduction variable in L2/LLC due

to larger size of those caches. This effect is observable in almost all

benchmarks and is most prominent in MD, DGEMM, Hist, NBody

and PIC. The reduction in misses is not translated into performance

improvements of RICHL2 over RICHL1 because the added miss

penalties are hidden by an out-of-order core. However, as having

less misses results in reduced cache traffic, the energy consumed by

the memory hierarchy is reduced, which is demonstrated through

EDP improvements in Section 6.1.

6.3 Evaluating RICH with Scalar-Reductions
As shown in Section 2, privatization is the best performing tech-

nique for handling reductions in applications with reductions on

scalar variables. Therefore, we select software privatization as the

baseline for parallel codes that perform reductions on scalars.

The top part of Figure 8 shows the performance speedup of three

RICH configurations normalized to software privatization. On aver-

age, RICHL1 and RICHL2 perform 1.095× faster than the baseline.

RICH achieves the highest performance benefits for applications

that have highest ratio of reduction instructions with respect to the

overall number of instructions, such as DotP, NB, PS and VctR. The

performance benefits come from the reduced number of instruc-

tions executed in the core. Specifically, since reduction operations

are offloaded to the Reduction Module (RM), the core can execute

instructions in advance while the RM computes the reduction in

the cache. NQ and KT exhibit marginal improvements since the

amount of instructions involved in reduction operations of these

benchmarks represents a small percentage of the whole execution.

We also show the performance of an idealistic implementation

of reductions, where each reduction operation is performed instan-

taneously and does not issue requests to the cache hierarchy, as

described in Section 6.1. Results show that RICH achieves close-

to-ideal performance in all benchmarks on scalars except VctR, a

benchmark that calculates a sum of double-precision floating point

values on a scalar variable of the same type. Since we model this

operation to take 3 cycles, the serialization of reductions in the RM
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Figure 9: Speedup of RICHbest compared to COUP [50].

combined with the high frequency of reduction instructions in this

benchmark limits the performance achieved by RICH.

In RICHL2 configuration, fetching data from the L2 cache to the

RM takes more cycles than the equivalent operation in RICHL1
configuration due to the higher access latency of the L2 cache.

Nonetheless, we observe the same performance for these configura-

tions. The explanation for this behavior is the fact that the execution

of reduction instructions in RICHL1 and RICHL2 configurations is

overlapped with other instructions executed at the CPU level in a

way that the reduction latencies are hidden.

RICHLLC suffers from performance slowdowns compared to the

baseline. With reductions on scalar variables at the LLC, all reduc-

tion instructions are serialized as they depend on each other. This

explains the performance slowdown suffered by DotP, NB, PS and

VctR. Contrarily, this effect is not visible in NQ and KT. Due to the

low ratio of reduction instructions in these benchmarks, serialized

instructions from one iteration in the LLC’s RM have time to finish

before the arrival of instructions from the next iteration. Moreover,

the benefits of offloading instructions to the RM outweigh the small

performance degradation due to serialization in the LLC.

The bottom part of Figure 8 shows the improvements in energy-

delay product (EDP) of RICH compared to the baseline with soft-

ware privatization. On average, RICHbest improves EDP by 13.3%

compared to the baseline. The main factor contributing to EDP

improvements is faster execution time, particularly for the four

benchmarks where RICH achieves notable speedups. In the case

of NQ and KT, RICHLLC achieves the best EDP due to less power

overhead of having just one RM in the LLC compared to having

one RM per core in RICHL1 and RICHL2 configurations.

6.4 Comparison with Other Proposals
In this section, we compare RICHbest with the state-of-the-art tech-

nique for reductions in hardware, COUP [50]. RICHbest is defined

as the best RICH configuration per benchmark in terms of perfor-

mance. COUP implements privatization of the reduction variable

in the private caches by modifying the cache coherence protocol.

This design allows multiple cores to acquire a line with update-only

permission. The partial results are accumulated in private caches

using in-core functional units, while the final result is calculated

on demand in the LLC or memory controller, which are equipped

with dedicated functional units. To simulate COUP, we mimic its

functionality in the context of our simulation infrastructure. We

assume coherence operations performed by COUP to have zero

cost. The handling of update-only lines is implemented in detail.

Figure 9 shows the speedup of RICHbest compared to COUP.

RICHbest achieves 1.11× better performance on average and up
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to 1.38× improvement in case of 2DC. Significant improvements

are also obtained for Hist, NBody, DGEMM, SpMV and DGEMV.

RICH outperforms COUP due to reducing the traffic between the

core and the L1 cache as the reduction variable is updated directly

in the cache. Moreover, the ability to execute reductions at higher

cache levels benefits benchmarks like LULESH, 2DC and VctR.

According to the McPAT and CACTI models, RICH requires

2.45% more area than the baseline processor and introduces 3.8 % of

power overhead. However, the performance improvement of 1.11×

over COUP compensates for the increased power consumption of

the RICH design. Consequently, RICH achieves better energy con-

sumption than COUP. Another important improvement of RICH

over COUP is the support for external pre-compiled libraries. Many

scientific applications use mathematical libraries that implement

algorithms with reductions, e.g. matrix multiplications. COUP re-

quires modifying the ISA to mark the loads and stores belonging

to the reduction operation, which requires access to the complete

source code to be compiled. RICH uses information about the reduc-

tion variable provided by the runtime system and does not require

ISA modifications, thus supporting linking against pre-compiled

algorithmic libraries.

7 RELATEDWORK
Software techniques that support reduction operations fall into the

categories of direct access or techniques that reorder iterations. In

particular, the use of atomic updates is a technique that implements

direct accesses to either scalar or array reduction variables. Local-

Write [48] reorders iterations to avoid data races. PAE [20] and

SelectPriv [21] apply privatization selectively to mitigate effects

of concurrent updates while minimizing overheads due to priva-

tization. LocalWrite and SelectPriv require the knowledge of the

iteration space, making them applicable only to algorithms with

a static iteration space [22]. RICH does not suffer from these re-

strictions and is applicable to any iterative construct. PIBOR [9]

combines privatization and redirection to achieve linear updates

to private copies of reduction variable. OmpSs-RM [10] formalizes

support of the software techniques for declarative parallel program-

ming models. Unlike RICH, above-described software techniques

can suffer from negative effects of privatization and do not offer a

mechanism to select optimal reduction location.

ARMv8 ISA [6] offers vector instructions for reductions as a part

of the SIMD extensions. The list of supported operators is limited

and depends on the data type. Reductions on scalar variables are

easily supported while reductions on vectors require additional

effort from the programmer or the compiler, especially for applica-

tions with more complex access patterns. Moreover, operations are

performed in the core and, thus, do not reduce data movement in

the memory hierarchy.

Transactional Memory (TM) [23] offers mechanisms that can be

used for implementing reductions [18]. Software TM implementa-

tions utilize existing lock and atomic operations and, thus, have

similar drawbacks as other previously discussed solutions that use

these operations. Hardware-accelerated TM (HTM) handles con-

flicts with speculative execution and rollback mechanism, which

wastes energy in codes with frequently occurring conflicts.

Massively parallel processors (GPUs) offer primitives used by

algorithmic proposals for efficient execution of reductions [13, 15].

While these approaches are effective on GPUs owing to efficient

synchronization and lock-step execution inside a warp, they are not

applicable to general purpose processors, where these mechanisms

are not present.

Previously proposed hardware solutions, such as COUP [50],

CommTT [49] and PCLR [17], implement on-demand privatization

of reduction variable in on-chip private caches. As a consequence

of relying on privatization, these designs suffer from the same prob-

lems as software based approaches, e.g. cache pollution. PHI [35]

is another hardware-based approach for coalescing and buffering

of scattered updates in private caches. Similarly to RICH, PHI adds

functional units inside the cache controllers. RICH offers program-

ming model extensions to facilitate simple designation of the reduc-

tion variable, while none of the mentioned hardware-based prior

works offer such a mechanism. Contrary to RICH, these proposals

require ISA extensions to manually mark the reduction instruc-

tions, which limits their use in real systems in the proposed context.

Moreover, RICH gives a programmer options to select the optimal

reduction technique for a given scenario. Previous designs use fixed

configurations, which might not be the optimal solution for each

application. Finally, unlike RICH, COUP requires changes to the

cache coherence protocol. Complexity of coherence protocol valida-

tion increases dramatically with higher number of cores. Therefore,

RICH is better suited for modern and future many-core processors.

Scatter-Add in data parallel architectures [3] targets reductions

in SIMD/vector/stream memory systems [11]. Many designs im-

plement atomic operations beyond the private caches, such as

the LLC [5], memory controller [16, 26, 30, 32, 42, 51] and net-

work switches [19]. The operations are restricted to integer ad-

ditions and logic operations. This mechanism allows an efficient

implementation of synchronization primitives, such as barriers and

locks. However, the performance is limited for more complex re-

duction operations encountered in codes from the HPC domain.

Solutions [43, 44] that exploit the properties of DRAM technolo-

gies to offload reduction-like operations to the main memory are

limited only to simple operations. On the contrary, RICH supports

all commonly used reduction operations.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this workwe present RICH, a proposal to accelerate the execution

of reductions on modern processors. RICH improves the perfor-

mance of vector-reductions while keeping well-performing support

for reductions on scalars. RICH enables the programmer to select

the optimal cache level where reductions take place. It relies on

hardware, runtime system and OpenMP-compatible programming

model extensions.

Extensive evaluation with reductions on vector variables show

that RICH outperforms the atomics-based software technique in

terms of execution speed on average by 1.8× and up to 6.0×. The

energy-delay product is improved up to 96.8% (44.4% on average).

Moreover, the total number of misses in the cache hierarchy is

reduced by up to 96.6% (34.0% on average). RICH implementation

requires only 2.4% additional silicon area and introduces a 3.8%

power overhead.
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The results show that executing reductions in the private caches

performs significantly better compared to the case where their

execution is centralized in the last-level cache. In addition, the per-

formance is similar for both configurations that execute reductions

in the private caches. A fabricated chip could implement only one

of the two well-performing RICH configurations.

RICH outperforms COUP, a state-of-the art hardware-based tech-

nique for reductions, by up to 1.38× (1.11× on average). Further-

more, thanks to its runtime-hardware interaction, RICH does not

modify the ISA. Thus, it is compatible with applications that use

routines with reductions present in pre-compiled mathematical and

algorithmic libraries.
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